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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Two pandemics—COVID-19 and systemic racism—are confronting American society, and by extension K–12 schools. Both pandemics have precipitated immediate challenges that schools must navigate, and also draw attention to longstanding, chronic problems in the education system. It’s more clear than ever that a return to “normal” won’t serve all students well.

As a result, there is an opportunity—and arguably an imperative—for schools to pursue lasting, positive change during this period of instability. It’s tempting to see crises as an inevitable harbinger of change. But innovations implemented in response to today’s crises aren’t guaranteed to last into tomorrow. To make sense of the potential for 2020 to change K–12 schools forever, this paper offers a framework for understanding why some crisis-induced innovations persist, while others are cast aside when conditions normalize.

Innovations implemented in response to today’s crises aren’t guaranteed to last into tomorrow.

The rigorous framework, developed by Harvard professor Clayton Christensen and his colleagues, unpacks four components that determine an organization’s capabilities (what it can and can’t do), as well as its priorities (what it must accomplish). Every school offers value propositions representing the promises it makes to a wide range of stakeholders. Schools rely on resources and processes to carry out their work. And every school has a revenue formula that defines how it covers its costs.

These four components form a highly interdependent system, meaning they act on each other and respond to changes like predictable chemical reactions. To illuminate the potential for current events to catalyze lasting changes in K–12 schools, this paper offers school system leaders and policymakers insight into four key dynamics at work in organizational models:

1. Resources alone aren’t likely to change what schools can do, but resources that power new processes could.
2. To stick around, new processes have to outperform old ones when it comes to meeting schools’ existing priorities.
3. New priorities are a key catalyst for transformational change because they hold sway over resources and processes.
4. Change efforts must overcome the persistence of legacy processes and competing priorities.

The paper concludes with concrete recommendations guided by the four-box framework for organizational models. These recommendations help decision-makers focus on where change is possible, and take targeted action to introduce and support innovations that enable every learner to reach his or her full potential.

As COVID-19 and racial justice advocacy shift the ground underneath schools, the door is open for change. We hope education leaders can walk through that door by using the framework and recommendations in this paper to increase the likelihood that their efforts at positive transformation bear fruit.
INTRODUCTION

Two pandemics confront American society in 2020. The first, a new virus that killed over 200,000 people in the US before the end of September, continues to threaten the lives of many more.¹ The second, a centuries-old pattern of systemic racism, perpetuates inequality and injustice.²

Both pandemics deeply challenge our education system. COVID-19 casts uncertainty on whether or how face-to-face learning can happen this school year. Meanwhile, the killings of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud Arbery, and others heighten scrutiny over the role of education in perpetuating or fighting injustice. Both pandemics are lightning rods that draw attention to long-standing, chronic problems that plague public education, like the outsized correlations between race, socioeconomic status, achievement, and opportunity.³

As overwhelming as 2020 has felt so far, one thing is clear: going “back to normal” won’t serve all students well. And so even as educators work tirelessly just to keep the lights on, there is also an opportunity—and arguably an imperative—for schools to pursue lasting, positive change during this period of instability.

Innovative approaches that some schools were incubating before this year can shed light on the way forward, helping more conventional schools to imagine what it would look like to transform our school systems, not just revive the status quo. Increased rallying cries for innovative approaches—such as social and emotional learning, competency-based education, culturally relevant instruction, restorative practices, open-walled learning, and universal access to home internet—have arrived at a moment when they can no longer be relegated to niches in the education landscape.

But converting rallying cries into lasting change is a complex proposition. This paper aims to answer two important questions that underpin K–12 innovation:

1. What determines whether the promising changes schools undertake will conform to conventional systems, or transform them?
2. How can leaders make it more likely that their desired changes persist far beyond this year?

We will address these questions by applying a rigorous framework to explain how organizations successfully adopt certain changes, but reject others no matter how promising they seem. With this framework, we can more accurately peek around the corner to predict how the upheavals of 2020 will affect schools’ models. Most importantly, the framework can help school system leaders analyze where their desired changes are likely to run into roadblocks, and identify steps to increase the likelihood that positive changes persist.

There is an opportunity—and arguably an imperative—for schools to pursue lasting, positive change during this period of instability.
IS THIS A CRUCIBLE MOMENT FOR SCHOOLS?

In moments that require radical adaptation, it’s tempting to see crisis as an inevitable harbinger of change. The history of K–12 education features many events that shifted the ground underneath schools and forced them to change. But the depth and endurance of those changes is mixed. Consider, for example, two ground-shifting events: one that produced lasting changes in what schools offer to benefit students, and one that did not.

Lessons from Sputnik and a polio epidemic

After World War II and into the 1950s, Cold War anxieties along with rising prosperity created increased demand for more academically challenging secondary schooling and higher education. In 1957, on the same day that Leave it to Beaver premiered on television, the Soviet Union launched the first satellite into space. Sputnik’s blow to American confidence and security offered fertile ground for new reforms designed to make sure US students were competitive with their Soviet counterparts.

Whereas reforms from only a decade before had introduced “life-adjustment education” focused on practical skills, a new wave of advocacy rapidly eclipsed them by pressing for more rigorous and advanced academic preparation in science and mathematics. In turn, this resulted in the creation of a variety of incentives enshrined in policy through the National Defense Education Act of 1958, which included more than a billion dollars for education and scholarships and set a new precedent for the role of the federal government in education.

One legacy of this ground-shift is the presence of school resources like science laboratories, as well as overhead projectors and other audiovisual equipment—early precursors to some of the educational technologies more common in schools today. The Advanced Placement (AP) program, which was initially piloted in elite high schools in the early 1950’s, also gained momentum in Sputnik’s wake. AP courses introduced more rigorous academics into high schools and created opportunities for students to earn college credits while in high school, all while fitting easily into schools’ existing schedules and staffing structures.

AP remains one of the few examples of educational reforms that historians argue actually succeeded. Today, the program remains academically rigorous but is no longer so exclusive: 16,000 public and
private schools offer AP courses, 165,000 educators teach them, and 22% of AP students come from low-income families.\footnote{11}

On the other hand, some major ground-shifting events cause reactions that look dramatic but lead to no lasting changes whatsoever. For example, a 1937 outbreak of polio in Chicago closed the city’s schools and prompted remote learning for three weeks. In what the superintendent referred to as “Air Newspaper-School,” the school system leveraged radio stations and newspapers to continue students’ learning while schools were closed. Although the superintendent named the experiment an "emergency plan," he also called it “promising” and noted that several university professors were studying the approach.\footnote{12}

But even with this sweeping system-wide authorization of new tools and methods in education, delivery of instruction via radio and newspaper never caught on in schools once they reopened.\footnote{13} It didn’t square with how teachers were used to instructing students, and in fact, the superintendent was careful to protect teachers from the new change: “no mechanical device can be successfully substituted for the teacher-personality and the pupil-teacher relationship.”\footnote{14}

Confronting the current moment

One of the debates raging most widely in the education sector today is how schools will change as a result of the two pandemics. Will the ground-shifting events of 2020 be more like Sputnik or more like Chicago’s polio-induced closures?

COVID-19 and racial justice advocacy are each putting pressure on schools for dramatic change. Some changes could benefit students; education leaders are making public commitments to challenge policies that marginalize and harm Black and Indigenous students, immigrants, and students of color.\footnote{15} Some schools are equipping parents to more meaningfully support student learning at home.\footnote{16} More flexible schedules and learning pathways are enabling some students’ curiosity and creativity to thrive.\footnote{17} The glimmer of hope is that the positive adaptations schools make could lead to meaningful, sustained changes that benefit students in the long term—and perhaps even that the sum of many promising changes could amount to a transformation in what schools offer and how they operate.

But as COVID-19 and calls for racial justice sweep the nation, the forces at work only create a potential crucible moment. External circumstances are certainly forcing schools to adapt right now. Whether these short-term adaptations convert into long-lasting changes that benefit students has more to do with the chemistry between schools’ external circumstances and their existing ways of doing business.

So what will be the result of today’s chemical reactions? Public reckoning with systemic racism echoes Sputnik by calling on schools to deliver something different from what they have before: safety, belonging, and equity of opportunity for each student regardless of background. But unlike Sputnik, doing so requires dismantling, rather than enhancing, a variety of tried-and-true mechanisms that were built for sorting and ranking students. And while the COVID-19 pandemic bears strong resemblance to Chicago’s polio crisis, which resulted in no long-lasting change, COVID-19 is impacting schools at a much larger scale and on a longer timeline.

Side-by-side comparisons to ground-shifting events throughout history can spiral into endless debates without a rigorous framework for analysis. In the sections that follow, we offer such a framework. In doing so, we illuminate the causal principles that determine why some innovations introduced in times of crisis persist, while others are cast aside when conditions normalize. When school system leaders and policymakers internalize those causal principles, they will be in a better position to catalyze lasting change that comes from deep inside schools, not just from the immediacy of new circumstances.
UNDERSTANDING THE COMPONENTS OF SCHOOLS’ ORGANIZATIONAL MODELS

All organizations—including schools—have models that define how they deliver value to their stakeholders and society at large. An organization’s model determines its capabilities (what it can or can’t do) and its priorities (what it must accomplish). In shorthand, we can think of an organization’s model as its DNA. Over the last several decades, Harvard professor Clayton Christensen and his colleagues developed a four-box framework that illuminates organizations’ capabilities and priorities (see Figure 1). To understand this framework, consider how organizations develop their models.

The starting point for any organization is its set of core value propositions. Value propositions represent the promises the organization makes to its stakeholders—such as customers, investors, or community members—regarding how it will benefit their lives.

![Figure 1. The components of schools’ organizational models](image-url)

To get an organization up and running, founding leaders start to pull in resources to deliver on their proposed value propositions. Resources include people, technology, equipment, suppliers, facilities, and cash. Some resources don’t show up in financial statements, such as name recognition, reputation, or access to community volunteers.

In repeatedly working to deliver on its value propositions, an organization creates processes. Processes are habitual ways of working together that emerge as people address recurrent tasks repeatedly and successfully. At first, the founding team and early hires draw on their previous experiences to put processes in place. Later, new processes emerge and evolve to address new challenges. Some processes are explicitly defined, carefully documented, and consciously followed. Others are unstated, and people adopt them simply because “that’s the way we do things around here.”

To cover the costs of the resources and processes that are required to deliver on the value proposition, an organization creates a revenue formula. This formula defines how the organization will maintain financial sustainability to support those costs.

In the early life of an organization, all four components are fairly malleable. To survive infancy, organizations have to pivot their value propositions and adjust their resources and processes until they figure out how to bring in the revenue they need to survive.
But as an organization matures, the four components of its model calcify. When resources and processes meet a need or solve a problem, they get replicated, repeated, improved, and standardized. And while value propositions were an organization’s starting point in the creation of its model, a mature organization can only successfully deliver value propositions that fit its existing resources, processes, and revenue formula. In this manner, all four components become interdependent, shaping a durable set of capabilities and priorities.

Now consider what happens when leaders or stakeholders call for changes to the organizational model. If an innovation creates friction with existing resources and processes, it struggles to gain traction. If a new initiative hurts the revenue formula, it withers on the vine. Employees become not just resources, but important stakeholders with vested interests in how the organization does its work. When a change threatens the value that internal or external stakeholders have already come to expect, stakeholders exercise their political influence to resist the change. Because every resource and process exists to solve a problem for the organization, they resist change as long as the purpose for which they were created remains.

This organizational framework has important insights to offer education leaders from all types of schools. Regardless of whether a school is highly conventional, progressive, or uniquely adapted to its local context, the four-box framework helps leaders see how the capabilities and priorities embedded in their schools often have an invisible hold on their organization. The framework also helps us understand how schools’ core DNA is likely to respond to COVID-19 and calls for racial justice, both during the present climate and once these moments of crisis recede. We now consider how this framework applies to schools—starting with the components that are easiest to change and then moving through those that are increasingly more recalcitrant.

Resources: The assets a school relies on

Schools’ resources include things like buildings, textbooks, technology, and cash (see Figure 2). By far, the most important and the most costly resources for schools are human resources. On average, roughly 80% of schools’ recurring expenses go to employee salaries and benefits—and for good reason.\textsuperscript{20} Research consistently shows that effective teachers are a school’s most important resource for influencing students’ educational outcomes.\textsuperscript{21}

Resources are usually the most flexible component of an organization’s model, yet school systems’ resources are much less flexible than in many other non-education sectors. Policies and union contracts put a number of constraints on how schools budget their resources. Furthermore, many of the resources schools own—such as buildings and textbooks—are not easily sold and converted to cash due to limited demand for them outside of K–12 education.

Nonetheless, resources are still the easiest part of a school to change. Technologies that didn’t exist a decade ago are now common in schools. Over time, districts replace their curriculum with new
materials aligned to the latest standards. Although major updates to school buildings are expensive and therefore not frequent, changes to the physical space do happen over the course of decades as they align with schools’ value propositions and revenue formulas.

Figure 2. Examples of resources in schools

- People: Teachers, administrators, students, parents, and caregivers
- Materials: Curriculum, technology, supplies, and equipment
- Third-party companies: Vendors and suppliers
- Physical structures: Facilities and buildings
- Money: Budgets, donations, fundraisers, grants, and awards
- Intangibles: Brand, reputation, and relationships

Processes: How a school carries out its work

Processes tend to be inflexible in any organization. They exist to help employees perform recurring tasks in a consistent way, which means that, by their very nature, processes are not meant to change. Although effective processes can unlock efficiencies, the inflexibility of well-established processes can also prove problematic: the processes that work well to solve one problem at one point in time often do not work well to solve different problems that may arise later.

For schools, processes include everything from how they enroll students to how they evaluate teachers (see Figure 3). The processes schools use today have seen many adjustments and modifications over the last century, but their core features trace back to the age-graded primary school models that took root starting in the late 1800s, and the comprehensive high schools that became widespread from the early 1900s through the 1950s.22

Revenue formula: How a school covers its costs

In the business world, revenue formulas often dominate organizations’ priorities because the financial sector favors for-profit companies that maximize returns for shareholders over all other goals. Schools, in contrast, are not tasked with generating wealth, so when they are financially solvent, their priorities tend to be more strongly influenced by the value propositions that stakeholders expect them to deliver.

Nonetheless, school systems still do require a revenue formula that can achieve fiscal sustainability. Because state and federal policies largely determine school funding, schools place prime importance on compliance with the requirements set by these policies (see Figure 4). Likewise, because enrollment and attendance remain the primary drivers of how public schools get paid, many decisions school leaders make can be explained by the desire to preserve, or occasionally increase, enrollment. Achievement scores and reputations also factor into school revenue formulas because they impact real estate decisions and revenue from property taxes. Schools’ revenue formulas become particularly strong priorities when they face declining revenue or rising costs.
Value proposition: The promises a school makes to its stakeholders

Public education is generally revered for the value it promises to communities and society at large. But what exactly that value proposition is—and for whom—is complex.

Schools articulate their value to society through mission statements, graduate portraits, and the like. Some school leaders invite community stakeholders—students, families, taxpayers, and board members—to participate in articulating these statements. Public articulations of schools’ intended value propositions might include statements like “Every student... is known by name, strength and need,” or make assurances that graduates will be “innovative problem solvers, socially and emotionally competent, effective communicators, collaborative, and socially aware global citizens.”

Yet external-facing mission statements may not account for the various—and sometimes conflicting—value propositions that community stakeholders actually expect. Public statements of desires and intentions for schools are not always the same as what stakeholders’ behavior reveals they demand. People often make decisions based not on stated preferences, but on the progress they’re trying to make under particular circumstances. For example, some families may state that they value schools that develop their children holistically, but in fact push back against any changes that they fear might jeopardize their children’s chances at college admissions. Schools are challenged by serving a wide variety of community members who are motivated by expected value propositions that go unstated.

And although families and communities are the most obvious consumers of a school’s value proposition, a range of other stakeholders also exert powerful influence (see Figure 5). Because schools are fiscally dependent on elected officials to provide resources, those officials and policymakers have strong influence over the value propositions schools are expected to deliver. School employees and their unions are also critically important stakeholders whose expectations schools must meet in order to keep their doors open. Foundations that fund schools expect their grantees to deliver on the activities and outcomes in grant proposals.

For school leaders who are responsible for delivering on this wide range of value propositions, the task can be mind-bending. Leaders must engage regularly in politics and persuasion to ensure that this wide range of stakeholders is satisfied with how schools deliver on their promises. Most school leaders got into the profession to serve students, not follow rules or engage in politics. But it’s important to recognize that to keep their jobs, superintendents and school boards are strongly motivated to comply with regulations, avoid liabilities, and maintain a good public image with their constituents.
Figure 5. Examples of value propositions expected by different stakeholders in schools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholder groups</th>
<th>Expected value propositions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State departments of education</td>
<td>Produce high graduation rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Produce high student proficiency rates on state exams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eliminate disparities in equitable outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maintain low student discipline rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most families</td>
<td>Ensure students are safe from physical and psychological threats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provide a social environment where students can make friends and learn positive social behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provide consistent custodial care and basic education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Families of students expecting admission to competitive colleges</td>
<td>Provide college-prep curriculum and extracurriculars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provide supports to ensure successful college preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Families of students with learning differences</td>
<td>Protect students from bullying and abuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provide students with federally-mandated supports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ensure students learn on par with their peers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers unions</td>
<td>Provide working conditions that allow teachers to focus on teaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ensure fair treatment in hiring and job assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most students</td>
<td>Provide an enjoyable experience that aids pursuit of personal goals and interests</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE DYNAMICS AT WORK WHEN SCHOOLS ATTEMPT CHANGE

The components of an organizational model—resources, processes, revenue formula, and value proposition—act on each other and respond to the world around them like predictable chemical reactions. For school system leaders and policymakers eager to instill positive change in schools, four dynamics of this chemical interplay can shed light on how current events will catalyze temporary or persistent changes in schools and reinforce or transform schools’ organizational models.

1. New processes change schools’ capabilities more than new resources.

Resources matter to a school’s success. After all, it’s pretty hard to teach literacy without reading material. Schools need effective teachers to support students’ learning and development. Inclusive classrooms need culturally responsive curriculum. And online instruction doesn’t work unless students have access to the internet and devices. Without adequate resources like these, schools can’t deliver on their value propositions. Unfortunately, many schools lack a baseline of essential resources, especially when funding systems yield inequitable resourcing for low-income and non-white communities. To make matters worse, anticipated reductions to schools’ budgets caused by the COVID-19 pandemic could exacerbate inequalities and harm student learning. As such, there is a critical case to be made for ensuring schools have the resources they need.

Yet leaders who think they can dramatically change schools by spending more money, acquiring new technology, or renovating facilities will be disappointed to discover that their problems are more complex. Most barriers to change stem from processes that are deeply embedded in how schools operate, like scheduling and staffing, curriculum development, discipline policies, and instructional models. If those processes are flawed, more resources aren’t the cure. And if stakeholders expect results that schools’ existing processes weren’t designed to produce, new resources alone will not deliver. To change schools’ capabilities, resources need to power new processes.

To see why, one need go no further than this headline from the BBC in 2015: “Computers ‘do not improve’ pupil results, says OECD.” The referenced report rankled the edtech community by finding that more frequent computer use in schools was associated with lower results. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) designed the study to evaluate the impact of a resource—computers—on school’s capabilities, but did not take into account the variety of processes by which teachers used computers in their classrooms. As a result, the study’s findings are unsurprising: adding more resources has the least potential to fundamentally transform how schools operate. Doing so can actually hurt a school’s value proposition when those resources get crammed into misaligned processes.

Most barriers to change stem from processes that are deeply embedded in how schools operate, like scheduling and staffing, curriculum development, discipline policies, and instructional models.
In contrast, when educators integrate new resources—such as technology—with new processes, those resources can have a powerful impact on a school’s capabilities. For example, Teach to One: Math, a program that uses technology to optimize middle school students’ individual daily learning plans for math instruction, has been shown to increase student achievement by up to 53% beyond national averages. Similarly, a recent study found that when math teachers were given access to an online tool called ASSISTments and were provided with coaching on the formative assessment practices that the tool helps facilitate, students’ scores on end-of-year standardized tests improved significantly. Because these approaches combine new resources with new instructional processes that depart from whole-class pacing and teacher-led instruction, schools adopting them are more likely to achieve their desired results.

As schools confront both pandemics this year, it’s critical to remember the role that processes play in redefining schools’ capabilities. Some of today’s calls for change are reminiscent of Chicago in 1937. They focus on urgently providing schools with new resources—such as WiFi hotspots, video conferencing, culturally relevant curriculum, or counselors in place of school resource officers—but not on the work of integrating those new resources into new and better processes. It can be tempting to prophesy that these new resources will seed lasting changes in how schools operate. But proponents of new tools and technologies who do not also push for changes to processes must take to heart the fate of Air Newspaper-School.

School system leaders should balance the urgency of identifying adequate resources with the skepticism that more resources alone will lead to meaningful change. Resources can be purchased or coerced, but it’s processes that have the most potential to change schools’ capabilities—and processes must be built, not bought.

2. New processes stick around when they’re better at addressing prevailing priorities.

If processes largely shape schools’ capabilities, then changing those capabilities requires effectively replacing old processes with new ones. To do so, the new processes must outperform old ones in meeting a school’s prevailing priorities, or else they will be at risk of fizzling out or reverting to old ones. Leaders seeking to change processes during COVID-19 and national racial reckoning will encounter a smoother pathway if they can carefully craft new processes to address the array of priorities that drive decisions in their school models.

The Coalition of Essential Schools (CES) offers one illustration of how new processes that don’t do a good job at delivering expected value propositions or fitting the revenue formula are unlikely to stick around. CES was a network of schools founded in the late 1980s that committed to an about-face in conventional instructional processes. It introduced a number of new processes such as block scheduling, student advisories, portfolios, and interdisciplinary studies. At its peak, the Coalition involved more than 1,000 schools, but by 2017 less than 100 schools were affiliated with the network, and CES shut down in 2018.

Today, while its core ideas continue to inspire similar progressive reform efforts, the Coalition’s vision for high school remains the exception rather than the rule. One reason is that even if communities supported the reform ideas, CES schools needed to demonstrate that the new model was in fact better at meeting the existing priorities defined by policies and funding formulas. Generating adequate revenue alone would have been a formidable challenge: comprehensive high schools found it difficult to achieve the CES recommendation for teacher-to-student ratios. And
education historians have pointed out that no matter how promising it appears, the value proposition of learner-centered movements like CES have not (yet) been met with widespread demand from all stakeholders. In contrast, Lindsay Unified School District, a small district in rural California, stands out as an example of a school system that installed new processes by beating old ones on existing metrics of performance. The district is well-known for having replaced lock-step student learning with a competency-based model. Prior to undertaking this transformation, the district’s overall Academic Performance Index (API) scores were some of the lowest in California, graduation rates were in the low 70th percentile of California districts, and annual teacher turnover was above 50%. With these results, it wasn’t hard to find broad consensus among stakeholders that the district’s existing processes were failing.

This failure, however, opened the door for a decade of work to redesign processes. The changes persisted because, in addition to offering new benefits like customized pacing and student ownership of learning, the new processes also proved more effective at delivering what stakeholders expected: test scores, graduation rates, and college admissions. Over a four-year period, the percentage of Lindsay’s students who reached proficiency on state end-of-year exams nearly doubled, and its graduation rate jumped to 94%.

When COVID-19 forced schools to close, the playing field in the competition between old and new processes shifted. Long-standing processes such as bell schedules, attendance protocols, and cafeteria lunches became unusable or irrelevant. Curriculum scope and sequence fell into disarray as teachers shifted their classes online. Grades and tests were put on hold. Simultaneously, the new circumstances created an urgent need for new processes, like family communication plans, meal deliveries, and remote instruction. As a result, schools began developing, testing, and adopting new processes at lightning speeds.

Some new processes induced by COVID-19 have promising potential to improve stakeholders’ experiences with school. Some students—and not just the most privileged—are experiencing positive effects of remote learning due to factors like lower anxiety, better sleep, self-paced learning, and less bullying and school-based trauma. COVID-19 has given schools even more ground to stand on when arguing that basic social services must be integrated into education and fully funded in order to deliver on the promise of effectively educating learners from underserved communities. Blended learning, which has long shown potential to enable schools to help every student succeed by differentiating instruction at scale and offering insight into individual student progress, is especially relevant as schools wrestle with complete or partial closures. Going forward, educators and entrepreneurs will likely develop and adopt other new processes that not only address critical issues during the pandemic, but show potential to make education more equitable, relevant, and empowering.

When schools fully reopen after the pandemic ends, there will be a reckoning. New processes will have to prove that they are more than emergency stopgap solutions to have any hope of sticking around. If educators want to keep some promising coronavirus-induced processes, they should ensure that new processes have a sufficient runway to improve. The new processes must show that they’re better at delivering on a school’s value propositions, within its existing revenue formula, compared to the predecessors they have temporarily replaced. Likewise, leaders should help unfamiliar processes gain traction by communicating clearly that they are more than just emergency solutions, and connecting them to known problems that stakeholders are trying to solve.

New processes will have to prove that they’re more than emergency stopgap solutions to have any hope of sticking around.
3. When new value propositions or revenue formulas take root, resources and processes follow.

Prevailing value propositions and revenue formulas define the playing field on which new processes must compete. But when new value propositions or revenue formulas take hold, they can catalyze the development of new resources and processes. Put another way, if resources and processes in schools have notably shifted, it indicates that something has changed in the priorities influencing how decisions are made inside the organization.

The “Sputnik effect” illustrates this principle. Cold War anxiety created urgency around a new value proposition: a generation of competent American scientists and mathematicians to compete with the Soviet Union. The new demand, and new revenue sources through national legislation, prompted a variety of adjustments in resources and processes, like science curricula and AP programs. Decades later, a report titled “A Nation at Risk” prompted the initial wave of standards-based reform that has lasted from the 1990s through today. In the same vein, the test-based accountability regime imposed under the federal No Child Left Behind (NCLB) bill changed many processes in schools' models by leading schools to adopt more interim assessments, increase time spent on test prep, reduce emphasis on non-tested content areas, and focus attention on students at the cusp of meeting grade-level achievement expectations.

In the wake of COVID-19 and the racial justice movement, a range of voices in the field have raised rallying cries to radically reprioritize what problems schools should focus on solving. For example:

- A movement called “Just Ask Us” is engaging a million students and parents to reflect on what they want school to look like.
- Equity advocates argue that the pandemic will deepen long-standing injustices in society and schools if systems aren’t redesigned to prioritize the most marginalized students.
- Advocates for trauma-informed teaching point to how the effects of the pandemic should make social and emotional supports a first priority.
- Critics of standardized testing and conventional grading are amplifying their calls to reimagine assessment and accountability.
- The broader Black Lives Matter movement is amplifying calls for educational justice and equity.

Amid this cacophony of demands for potential new value propositions, it’s not yet clear which might gain enough strength to influence how school leaders organize their resources and processes.

One place where new value propositions and revenue formulas take root is in the policy arena, since policy can both incentivize and compel school leaders to consider new factors in their
decision-making. In the K–12 sector, some policymakers see the COVID-19 moment as an opportunity to take legislative action on long-standing issues. For example, the rapid shift to remote learning drew sharp attention to what’s long been called the homework gap: inequitable access to devices and the internet for students to do schoolwork at home.

EducationSuperHighway, a nonprofit focused on expanding internet access in schools, had historically steered clear of lobbying for home-internet access because of a “lack of political will,” but has now rapidly changed tack.54 Both houses of Congress are now considering new legislation on the issue, which could impact districts’ policies and resource allocation if passed.55 Competency-based education is another area ripe for legislative action at the state level.56 As with legislation around the homework gap, the policy areas to watch are those that had some momentum before the crisis, and which COVID-19 is pushing toward a tipping point.

Another way that new value propositions formalize is through changes to the broader ecosystem of which schools are a part. For example, the high-stakes role of SAT and ACT testing for college admissions had already come under fire before COVID-19.57 Now, the University of California system has suspended using SAT and ACT scores as a requirement for admissions until 2024, and other colleges are following suit.58 If colleges and universities settle into new processes for evaluating student applications, high schools will quickly feel the effects. Since the promise of college admission is one of the primary value propositions high schools offer, new admissions processes will necessarily affect the processes and resources that high schools employ to deliver on that promise.

A third way to influence schools’ value propositions is to organize around coherent new demands that gain traction locally. The Minneapolis School District’s recent decision to end a decades-long contract with the Minneapolis Police Department epitomizes this type of change.59 In the wake of the killing of George Floyd at the hands of Minneapolis police, public opinion and the views of the districts’ trustees shifted strongly against police presence in schools. Accordingly, the district canceled its contract for a supply of school resource officers to promote school safety. This sudden amplification of a particular stakeholder value proposition—school safety and security through means other than the symbolic presence of force—led to an immediate and direct change to the resources and processes the district uses to support campus safety.

Although not all public rallying cries or policy actions will translate to new value propositions or revenue formulas, leaders at many levels can influence schools to consider new priorities in their decision-making, in turn creating space for resources and processes to shift.

4. Change efforts must overcome the inertia of existing organizational models.

One of the core tenets of the four-box framework is that the longer an organization has to mature, the more it resists change. Most public schools’ models are deeply entrenched, often persisting with the same fundamental DNA through dozens of leadership changes. In this sense, it’s remarkable to see the ways that schools have changed over time given how difficult it is to do so. Changing schools is possible—but leaders should keep in mind the challenges they’re likely to face.

The first significant challenge to change in schools is the presence of competing value propositions. Although it seems simple that change occurs when new processes beat out old ones, competing value propositions can stymie new processes that appear promising. For example, culturally responsive education, in theory, offers a compelling value proposition not just for marginalized communities, but for any advocate of boosting achievement in education. Studies have documented how ethnic studies students in San Francisco saw their GPAs rise, and students in Mexican-American studies classes in Tucson performed better on achievement tests and graduated at higher rates.60
Yet as a legendary and long-standing confrontation in Arizona confirms, meeting one value proposition (student learning and achievement) was not enough for an approach that opponents argued undermined another value proposition (instilling American culture and values in students). Because schools have complex and multi-faceted value propositions that serve a variety of stakeholders, those with vested interests in one set of value propositions can influence schools to optimize theirs over others.

School system leaders can increase their chances for successful change by reducing the noise of competing value propositions for individual schools. For example, Rooted School in New Orleans organizes its resources and processes around the explicit goal of eliminating the wealth gap for African American families. As a charter school, it has an easier time aligning the value propositions expected by stakeholders due to its ability to recruit students, staff, and board members whose interests align with its focus. Nonetheless, traditional districts can launch a lab or magnet school with a similarly targeted set of value propositions. District leaders can also pursue a “portfolio” strategy, locating decision-making power in schools rather than a centralized bureaucracy and thus allowing individual schools to optimize for different sets of value propositions that are most relevant to their contexts.

The second significant challenge to change in schools is the conundrum of how old processes die. Legacy processes like the 180-day school calendar, age-graded classrooms, A through F letter grades, credit hours, and teacher-led instruction—what education historian Larry Cuban calls the “grammar of schooling”—have all proved persistent because they’ve been honed over time to address the priorities that prevail in most schools’ organizational models. Even when new processes show promise, old ones are hard to kill off. Critics may point out how the old processes fall short at meeting current priorities. But maintaining existing processes is a powerful self-preservation mechanism for the people, departments, and institutions that create them and operate according to them. As long as legacy processes still work at solving problems that influential stakeholders prioritize, they will have a tenacious grip on an organization, either clashing with new processes or twisting them to conform to the old model.

When new value propositions or revenue formulas are imposed on a school’s model, the first—and rational—instinct of school staff and leadership is to deploy the capabilities they already possess, as happened in many school turnarounds required under NCLB. Even Sputnik, which led to persistent changes as schools pursued new funding and responded to demands for a new value proposition, illustrates the tenacity of old processes. New AP programs that expanded in the wake of Sputnik did so in part because they layered on top of schools’ existing resources and processes rather than replacing them. AP courses featured optional externally-scored exams that could count for college credit, but didn’t do away with teacher-given grades. They could be taught by teachers accredited
in traditional ways, and could fit into schools’ normal schedules. Elements of schools’ models changed in lasting ways, but they didn’t fundamentally transform due to the persistence, and continued relevance, of legacy processes.

Despite the tenacity of old processes, they can be replaced—and the full replacement of old, flawed processes should be the goal of school leaders seeking longer-lasting and more transformative change. Some old processes are ditched naturally as society’s progress renders them inappropriate, which has happened with corporal punishment in schools.68 Leaders can accelerate the retirement of old processes by designing new ones to solve problems for the people responsible for implementing them, like teachers—thus reducing the likelihood that key stakeholders retain a grip on old processes that work for them. And policymakers can allow schools flexibility to let go of legacy processes, like Carnegie units, that have become distanced from the problems they originally sought to solve, and curtail schools’ opportunities to innovate.69

Figure 6. External variables influencing the likelihood of lasting change

- **Full vs. partial school closures.** If school buildings remain fully closed for the pandemic, the new processes developed for 100% distance learning will clash with old ones for 100% face-to-face learning when campuses reopen. But if schools develop new processes that weave together both distance and in-person learning, the new processes will have a better chance of competing against old ones when schools reopen fully.

- **Stakeholder demand.** Some communities may develop coherent demands for schools to deliver a new value proposition. But because schools’ operational models are so ingrained, stakeholder demand must be more powerful than the formidable normative strength of other processes and priorities. Communities will need to mount significant organizing efforts to exert force on schools as a collective.

- **Policy changes.** State and federal policies are some of the biggest influences shaping schools’ organizational models. If shifts in state and federal policy come about during the pandemic—such as major changes to state assessment systems or funding formulas—those shifts could prompt changes in the resources and processes schools use in their day-to-day operations.

- **Local context.** There is no single organizational model that defines public schooling. Rather, there are many different organizational models of schools, each with its own variation of value propositions, resources, processes, and revenue formulas. Successful organizational model changes in public schools will vary from locality to locality, based on how the pandemic’s effects interact with local circumstances and particular schools’ models.

- **Competition.** Competition can have a powerful effect on a school’s organizational model because losing students impacts a school’s revenue formula. If the pandemic leads many more families to switch to virtual charters or homeschooling, districts will be strongly incentivized to respond to keep up their own revenue. This could lead to changes such as district-run virtual school programs that families can opt into, which keep revenues within the district.

- **New ground-shifting events.** As both the COVID-19 pandemic and the surge of the Black Lives Matter movement prove, the ground can shift underneath schools in unexpected moments. In the future, new ground-shifting events could unfold in ways that support, or stymie, education leaders’ efforts to change schools’ organizational models.
RECOMMENDATIONS: CULTIVATING INNOVATION THAT PERSISTS

The four-box framework has implications for education leaders across the spectrum. Armed with a better understanding of how new resources, processes, revenue formulas, and value propositions will affect schools’ existing organizational models, policymakers, funders, and school system leaders can take steps to make it more likely that desirable changes introduced during the present crises will persist.

In the next section, we offer concrete recommendations guided by the four-box framework. These recommendations help policymakers and school system leaders focus on where change is possible, and take targeted action to introduce and support innovations that have a chance to endure.

For state leaders, policymakers, and funders

Leaders who influence policy and funding play an important role in determining the likelihood for lasting change. These leaders can help align schools’ priorities to support innovation, ensure schools have what they need to develop new processes, and relax policies that protect legacy processes.

**Introduce policies that align schools’ priorities with desired outcomes.**

New policies can nudge schools towards new priorities, but too often end up asking schools to do more, not change what they’re doing. Policymakers seeking to support break-the-mold school models should craft legislation that helps reduce competition among schools’ priorities.

For example, New Hampshire’s Virtual Learning Academy Charter School (VLACS) receives funding for performance rather than traditional input-based measures like enrollment or instructional time. As a result, with learning as the unambiguous north star, educators can focus on optimizing resources and processes that drive individual student growth and mastery. Along these lines, policymakers could pilot new funding formulas where a small proportion of schools’ total funding is based on individual student growth against a set of competencies, and develop a learning agenda to test and iterate these formulas. To ensure participating schools are not cherry-picking students who will demonstrate growth and mastery easily, performance-based funding models should offer weighted funding upfront for schools serving students farthest from opportunity.

**Make funding available to develop new processes, not just shore up resources.**

While many organizations managing education funding are focused on ensuring adequate resources for schools, their efforts are more likely to result in changes to how schools operate if they also release funding for schools to develop new processes.

For example, follow the lead of funders behind the Always Ready For Learning Network, which launched soon after schools closed and offers free on-demand coaching and technical assistance for school leaders.
transitioning to anywhere, anytime learning. Funding for professional learning, strategic advising, and innovation will make it more likely that educators develop promising new instructional processes that can replace—not just layer on top of—existing ones. State leaders should also create more flexible funding for interested schools to adopt full-stack models whose solutions integrate key resources and processes, as New Classrooms and Summit Learning do.

Give schools flexibility to let go of the old processes that hold back new ones. Education policies often require schools to abide by rigid processes, so much that processes become priorities themselves. Those processes can get in the way of promising new ones—even if the new processes, in theory, could deliver even better on stakeholders’ value propositions. Policymakers should accelerate the creation of innovation zones and make it easier for schools to get exemptions and waivers in order to try radically new approaches.

For example, before COVID-19, the North Carolina General Assembly named Rowan-Salisbury Schools a Renewal School System, offering the district unprecedented control over budgets, hiring, calendars, and other processes that had previously been heavily regulated by the state. Now, the district is designing and testing a range of out-of-the-box processes that support its learner-centered vision.

For school system leaders

With or without changes to policy, school and district leaders can take strategic actions to integrate desired new resources and processes, and nourish the development of new value propositions.

Separate desired long-term changes from emergency measures. Changes that seem like COVID-19 emergency responses will be tied to the pandemic in people’s minds, meaning that people will expect them to go away when the pandemic ends. But if leaders show how new changes will better deliver on stakeholders’ expected value propositions, those changes are more likely to last.

For example, pass/fail policies during school closures could open the door to competency-based grading. If this change is part of the school leaders’ vision, they should ensure that families connect the advantages of a competency-based system to the value proposition already expected. Such a system, for instance, could give transparency to parents and students about students’ individual progress and postsecondary prospects. While it could take a few years for this system to be realized, leaders can start by communicating changes in their grading policies as part of a broader aspirational vision, not just a COVID-19 measure.

Invest in building new processes, not just buying new resources. New resources may be necessary to change how schools operate, but they won’t have much effect on their own. Leaders should invest time and money in building and improving new processes that deliver on stakeholders’ expected value propositions.

For example, redirecting funding from school resource officers to counselors will have a much greater impact on students’ experiences in schools if the school also invests in reimagining the roles of all adults and young people in creating a positive learning environment. Sound Discipline, a nonprofit based in Washington State, partners with schools to develop positive discipline approaches across the school community, involving students, parents, teachers, and staff. A visit to a Sound Discipline demonstration school makes clear that the approach is enacted in classrooms, hallways, and the lunchroom, not just in behavioral intervention rooms when counselors get involved.
Pay attention to what stakeholders are trying to get done. As school closures have upended normal ways of doing things, it can seem like every stakeholder has strong opinions about the way resources and processes should be organized in schools. These opinions are only part of what will help school system leaders to develop plans for long-term change. To help discern the value propositions that stakeholders are seeking, leaders should observe intently what families are trying to get done when they send their children to school. Educators can then introduce plans for long-term changes that speak directly to families’ desired value propositions.

For example, some families may expect their children to be competitive in elite college admissions processes, while others may see career exposure and professional connections as a more valuable promise for schools to deliver. Some may be desperate for schools to take custodial charge of children all day, while others are drawn to the idea of being more directly involved in their children’s educational experience. This year may be an opportunity for school districts to consider a portfolio approach that allows each school in the district to align around a few key value propositions, and attract families for whom those value propositions are most desirable.

Predict the chemical reactions likely to occur when introducing a new change. Even though schools across the country share many common features, each school or district has a unique organizational model and local context. With the lessons of the four-box framework in mind, leaders can analyze the likelihood of successful change—and plan to minimize the barriers it will face—by mapping how desirable changes are supported or inhibited by their existing organizational models.

To start mapping how a school’s organizational model will react to a desired change, see the worksheet and discussion guide in the Appendix.
CONCLUSION

This year has caused elevated trauma, grief, and uncertainty for communities around the world. As school system leaders react to the COVID-19 pandemic and grapple with what it means for schools to be antiracist, they are forced to balance urgent needs with long-term aspirations for improving student outcomes and experiences. Without a doubt, both pandemics have prompted schools to change—but the burning question on many forward-thinking leaders’ minds is whether any of those changes will be long-lasting and transformative, enabling schools to take a leap forward toward more equitable and student-centered systems.

Making change in schools has always been—and remains—difficult work. Schools’ existing models are powerful normative forces that work to preserve themselves, even when external circumstances force changes upon them. Left on their own, many of the changes that leaders introduce during this time of upheaval are likely to either conform to schools’ existing models, or fade away once the COVID-19 pandemic ends.

At the same time, it’s clear that schools do change over time. As COVID-19 and racial justice advocacy shift the ground underneath schools, the door is open for change—and now policymakers and school system leaders must walk through it by taking strategic action to increase the likelihood that their efforts at transformation benefit students for years to come. Going forward, we are eager to learn from and highlight school system leaders who do just that.
APPENDIX: WORKSHEET AND DISCUSSION GUIDE FOR SCHOOL SYSTEM LEADERS

Since we argue that lasting change in schools doesn’t automatically result from major events that shift the ground underneath schools, we offer this worksheet and discussion guide to aid school leaders in their pursuit of transformation.

The chemical reaction between external circumstances and schools’ organizational models is what catalyzes long-lasting change. And while mature organizational models are remarkably persistent, leaders who understand the dynamics of those models are more likely to be able to shepherd school systems toward changes that benefit students. This worksheet and discussion guide helps school leaders reflect on the chemical reactions likely to play out as they pursue desired new changes.

Worksheet 1. Components in existing organizational model that support and inhibit change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value propositions</th>
<th>...support the change</th>
<th>...inhibit the change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Example: Family advocacy for more individualized instruction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Revenue formula | | Example: Funding formulas based on attendance & seat time |
|-----------------|------------------|

| Processes | | Example: Flex blended-learning model |
|-----------|------------------|

| Resources | | Example: 1:1 devices that students take home |
|-----------|------------------|

1. **Intended long-lasting change**
   Identify a change you would like to make, and see last far into the future, in your school or district.
   *(Example: Personalized, competency-based instruction).*

2. **Existing organizational model**
   Analyze how existing, persistent elements of your organizational model will support or inhibit the change (see Worksheet 1).
3. Effect of external circumstances

Analyze how external circumstances will impact your organizational model in ways that support or inhibit the proposed change. As you identify external circumstances, note if you expect them to be temporary, which could mean that the window for catalyzing long-lasting changes is shorter.

Worksheet 2. Circumstances that support and inhibit change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>These circumstances impact my organizational model in ways that...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>...support the intended change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value propositions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue formula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Synthesis

Reflect on your findings with the stakeholders involved in shaping your school’s design.

Questions to consider:

- What is the likelihood that the change can take root in the current context?
- When the current context changes (such as when the COVID-19 pandemic passes), will changes run into friction with the re-established, entrenched components of your organizational model?
- How can you accelerate improvements in the desired changes so that they are more likely to stick even once current circumstances change?
- What other allies and stakeholders will need to support the change for it to succeed?
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